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I, SYNOPSIS

This memorandum contains basic aircraft data for the F4H-I. The stability
derivatives of the F4iH-l ih both wind axes and body axes are presented along with
the airplane characteristics for both the lateral and longitudinal modes. A
brief description of the A41I-1 is also given.

I. DESCRIPTION OF F4I[-1

The F4H-l is a two-seat, high performance, all-weather fighter that is
powered by two General Electric J79-GE-2 or -3 turbo jet engines with after-
burners. It is capable of attaining high supersonic speeds and high altitudes.
The basic armament that the F4H-l will carry are four Sparrow III missiles, but
it is also capable of carrying a varioty of external stores. The F4H-l has thin,
highly swept wings of low aspect ratio, and thin swept tail surfaces.

i11, BASIC AIRCRAFT DATA

The stability derivatives were obtained for six different flight conditions.
They were for both maximum speed and cruise speed of the FJ4H-I at altitudes of
1 000 ft., 30,000 ft., and 50,000 ft. Figure I gives the speed profile for the
FH-l. The velocities in the speed profile which were used in obtaining the
stability derivatives will be indicated by cross marks.

The stability derivati7es in wind axes are presented in Table I. Also in-
eluded in this table are the airplane characteristics for both the lateral and
longitudinal stick-fix:e nodes. Table II contains the stability derivitives in
body axes. There were t 'reral coefficients for which either the data available
was insufficient, or no data at all was available. These coeffici•nts will be
indicated in the tables.

In Appendix I, the force or moment equations are given from which the wind
axes stability derivatives were derived. With each equation a reference is
given to show where each coefficient was obtained. Also included in this
Appendix are the equations of motion in wind and body axes form.

The pýertinent angles of the F4H-I are shown in Figure 2.

In appendix 2, the performance fanctions of the lateral and !ongitudinal
variables as influenced by Se, $, and 8, are given. The method of obtaining
these performance funetions is also given.
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MODEL Fr4H-1

Vmx vs. Altitude

G. W. 35,000 lbs.

VEIRY P•MLDAY Clean + (14) Sparrov T!Y:I

(2) J9-A-2 Engines

10.W. - 314,Ii73 lbs.

1LL
Q _ ____ EngineLimit

i-K __1__

.,, 1.0 1.2 /.q 1.6 1.8 2.0

MACH NLUMJBER
X - Indicates points at which

Stability Derivatives were
evaluated.

Figure r
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This appendix includes the force and moment equation from which the wind
axes stability derivatives were obtained. These are given in Table III. Also given
in the table is a reference as to where each coefficient required by these force and
moment equations was obtained.

The equations of motion in terms of wind axes and in terms of body axes are
also included.

TABLE III

CALCULATION OF STABILITY DERIVATIVES (WIND AXES

LATERAL

Reference for
Coefficient Force and Moment Equation Units F4H-1 Coefficient

C28  __ -_ _ lb.ft./.d Ref. 1, pages 10.10,31,12

.,C,, ',.,sib lb.ft./rad •ef. 1, pages 10.16, 17

C4, ..i C, sib lb.ft./rad Ref. 1, pages 3S.19, 20

CN. NP -Cno sq$b lb.ft./rad Ref. 1, pages 11.7, 8, 9

C 8.= S b.ft./rad

C ntr ___________________ lb.ft./rad Ref. 1, page 3.1.3,

C y, = C4 Sq ib./rad Ref. 1, page 11.13

Cyr. y' = C , lb./rad -

Y,=Cyqlb./rad Ref. 1, page 15.21

______CapSb/, __ lb~ft~sec,/rad. Ref. 2, page 17.f-1
C4  L. C 1 1. S V lb.ft.sec./rad. Ref. 1, pages 15.13,J14,Z5

Ch NI, C14 .s b;/2v lb.ft.seo./rad. Ref. 1, pages 1S.24,,25
C_ _ ,N__ _ ____ 1b.ft.sec./rad. Ref. L, page 15.22

____, Sq g12 V lb.sec./rad. Ref. is page 1.'5.26p 2?

C__r ye._ C_ SqC7/ V lb.sec./rad. Ref. 1, page 15,23

"-a"- CONFIDENTIAL
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TA1L5 III (a .)
LONGITUDINAL

.. WRefene for

Coefficient Force and Moment Equation Unit F14H-1 Coefficient

- •M•- C,• ,E lb.ft./rad Ref. l. p 9.17
C__ MLt M C, $4 lb.ft./rad. Ref, 1, page 25.

C__ L4  Cwi, S lb.ft/rad Ref. l, page 9.24

CL= .., Ls = C= m s.9 .. . b/-• ~ .z • .

CMr MS.= Cf ," SýC/2V lb.sftaec./rad Ref. 1, pape 2,5.2

_____ _C__ S •2/2V lb~ft.sec./rad Ref. 1, page 35.8

CL"____L _____________S lb./rad. Ref, la page 8*33

CL; Lt.= Co, S. lb./rad. Ref. 1, page 9.23

L_____, ___C ________ lb./irad. Ref. 1, page 15.6

C, C .Sý F2 V lb.sece/rad Refo ls pae 3,5.10

C D Sf lb./rad Ref. 1, page 15.7

C0  ~ D4 mCD4_ Sj ib./rad -- I

CP Du =C0, Sý lb./rad Ref. 1, page 15.3

For the F4H-1, the remaining unknowns in the force and moment equations of
Table III had the following valuer

8 w 530 ,•. ft. .b. 8,4 ft. i 1 6.05 ft.

It should be pointed out that the stability derivatives obtained from the
force and moment equations in Table III will :not iave the same value as the values
given in Table I. To obtain the values in Table I, it is necessary to divide the
above foroe-or moment equations by its respective moment of inertia or by MV.

For the lateral equation of motion, this could be illustrated as followse

Let
-P 

C
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II ' I
8iie4.Iar]. for the loo:l.tudinl~nd equati:ons, let •

In the case of wi~nd x,•en the equations of' motion will be written first wilthi J the stability derivatives in the form given in Table Irz and secondly with the eta-
i bility der:ý*,&Uvoea in the form of Table 1. where the substitutions using the above
• ! equations bave been mL4*.

1IGiven below are the equations of motion in terma of wind wd:].8

Rol L LTSo +(

L
-I-

Stde torae.t i0T a e l wt
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Lltt -- S~ - 4

4 I

The. six equations of miotion ±in body a~cis terms are listed belowt

f) Wt -~ v * r X.p +*4 X. 4
3

is +x - O)x +S1
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APPSNMI 11
This appendix includes the perfomance functions of the lateral and

longitudinal variables infIluenced by S ip , and S . These quantities define
the dyrAmic relationship of tho alrcraft .adables, r I

wnod~ L e- [.L7,,,,a,,, ,. P"F,•jJ •
r. . 'PFJ + .PF _7-

Laterals P +
-r C~FJr [P - /F]~

+ =. P] 0 & Af,

Before Uistini the values of the performame hanctione for the 1141-l#
the method of obtaining CUF3 will be excplaine4.

Tor the longitudinal oase, we refer back to the longitudinal wind ma
equatiozaof motion given in Appendix Is Mb ocld write these three equations as

4'4

For a i•e :iut to the systems we can rewrite above Il

44'd

S.g Cramer'a rule, we can solve above for an oC response to a
input. We would have 0
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The dencmdnrator of the above :Is known an the stick :fixed oluaratterititc
equation and will be abbreviated an Ae

we can rewrite &anov equation an

SLt muS mu

62-

-rn,r, -MA.-•)

APlL

r4

equat aod aM may ee sNoevIetd for.

The laean pevri aove equactions aa edrve nasmia anr

)VSja 5. 1 ý - 11 S . 4

.. ZA S&AS - )i
ohrejJ -
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L

+ P)!-, 4-P.1 S )I

The reuauining lateral performnance functon, may be obtLained in the same

The perf~Une functions for the 714-1 for the aix flight oond~tioan

eonaiered wali now be Uastedr

Case. !j V7 - 1188.77' 4p at 1,000 ft.

A - (s* 0 .125) (9~.o.282) (82 . 7.81o8 * J35.,7)

•%,, -0.1.178 (8-,0).16) (8 .255.2) (B . 0,11414)

N- ,,0.O,178 (8 * 0.1o39) (5 . 25.•28) (8-214.97)

N -/ -. o~on6 (s + 499.o) (s8 1.217)

,A - .0.996148 (8 * 3.1.29) (s - 0.oo19) (32, +o.g)7?8 + 20.12)

N * ., , 2.2818 (8 * 2.01.5) (8-0.,2762)

*•,, o.o.0o0 a (sB* o.ooo2S)(s* 219.96) (8 *3.1461)

N• ,,-.,.329 (8 * 14.078) (82 a 0.8¶159e * 5.78)

N-•. -. 2.613 (8 -o0.1623) (s + 3.i•o1) (s + o.5n14)
N -r -89.14618 (s ÷ 0o,1Te8 + 20.147)

N*,.- = 3.6JJ458 (S2 + 0.3989 3 * 7.870)

€ONFIDENTI4L
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- (S2  0.o402s 0.00088) (S2 + 2.427S + 11o.7)
IV --. u IF" '%"S + 439o"% "2

N• +.01385 (S + 0.0376) (S + 19.01) (8 -18.96)

N% k *0.0034 (3 * 746.4) (0 * 0.3377)

Lateral

0- 0.9983S (S + 1.776) (S-0.0154) (S2 + 0.67623 + 19.03)

N014,• 4 +0.4913S (S + 2.5u)(S-0.1740)

Np,*r,. - ÷0.o0477s (s + o.ool4) (s + 479.4) (S +1.721)

N,.r - -0.4933 (s3 + 3-547732 + 0.8920B * 17.287)

N r w -2.2880 (S - 0.6379) (s2 + 2.554S + 1.9886).r, 2NA& w -27.91.5S (S + 0.7088S + 18.11)

S-+2,9658 (s2 + 0.4440 s + 57.72)

Case IU, vp - 1940 fps at 5o0,000 ft.

Lmngiudinal

- (S2 + 0.0200S 0.ooo068) (S2 .o.9466S * 43.81)

*, - -0.05365 (S2 * 0.0171S + 0.0003) (s + 456.7)

N Y,•- .0.05365 (s + o.o047) (S + 12.14) (S - 12.11)

N,. - ÷o.oo3d6 (s + 755.1) (S + 0.1273)

Lateral

s - 0.9997S (S + 1.000) (S - 0.0091) (S2 + 0.3043S ÷9.545)

- .o1o0ms (S2 - 1.36 + o.4717)

No.,j. .0.003878 (s-o.00063) (S + 490.6) (S + 0.9 )

N?,j,- .0.0838 (S2 + 1.18W + 4.819) (s - 4.449)

Nr -1.898 (s - 0.4748) (S2 + 1.5015 S + 0.7944)

No. -U1.274S (S2 + 0.3217S + 9.625)

No,-,2.042 S (S2 + o.o0e8 st 21.14)

-.17- CONPlDINTIhA
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ca xxlv. -~ 555.5 fp's at lDooo ft.

!=&gtudinAl

S(82 + o.oM o.oo09) (9 2 2 +872g68 9s-k9)

S-,3.o1129 (32, 0.o,048 + 0.0070) (3* 138.7)

N - +0,o.29 (a ., 0.0o3.) (s + 31.69) (.-21,62)

$4,- 0.000038 (S + 30,O6) (S. 0.9756)

o.0.99 (a *e.380) (S-0.0016) (32, o.+,%5 + 74.W)
No, -,5o.3•3 (S + 5.972) (S8 o.+1%34)

~r". = +0.033928 (s - 0.0310) (3, 123.9) (8 + 2.o39)

Ntjr.- +o.R (1-2110) (S2 + 4,.638 3 .1.50)
It .-. 209o (3 4. 2.336 82 * 0.29555 0.6670)

Ne" =4-7.963B (2 # 0.140798 + 6.797)
No1 ~ -0,8603 - 21.3$0

Cam VT Vy 893.7 fps at 30,000 ft.

w (8 - 0.0755) (S * 0.0650) (2+ 2.166 • , 12.35)

j4 0 -0.130 (Bg + 0.003438 + 0,0038) (8+.19~6o9)
N, w #0.2108 (-0.o0032) (a, 12.31) (s.8.a8)

a -0oOO.16 (a8 e72.e) (a +o.56a1)

a +0.".986 8 (b + 1.651) (s * 0.0008) ( 0* .19528 + 6.79)

NAm .. 1198(8 + 311.18) (8.+ 0.0982')

0 0.o0173 8 (a - o.0058) (s8 20.72) (3 4 1.597)
Ntr 1*,,•. (8 - 2.536) (82 + 6.972 3 + 18.2.)

S•,,X= , a,, 19.661. a 0o.X15 + o0.32A)

Np, -,*.21.868 0 (2 4 0.+2880 8 + 6.658)
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N4,,--4-2. 55 (s - 4.4&65) (s + 4~.096)

Oass VIP Tr 873 fps at 50,9000 ft.

Lond!Eadim~l

/2 - (s -0.0662) (8 ÷ o.+0.8) (S92+ o.9087s 4 ,.653)

-oo40396 (Sr + 0.01o0 s + 0.0037) (S * 392.4)

+0. 0439 (S - 0.oo0 ) (S + 7.54) (S-7-405)

"0.000oo7 (S + 849.6) (S o.2248)

Lateral]

ZN - +0.97625 (S + 0.7180) (S + 0.0002) (82 + 0,06o5 * 1.008)

Nr. -0.55978 (S + 0.8966) (B + 0.0403)

Nitor, a.00oo778 (a - 0.o,0.9) (S + 208.2) (a + o.6856)

Ni, - +o.56oo (a2 + .0oS + 1.6o9) (S - 1.o•%)

-,. w-1.606 (S3 + 0.6921 S2 + 0.0237S + 0.3914)

-8.2261 s (s2 + 0.12068 + 3.139)

N$, "0,.o055s (B - 5.22.-) (S * 4.634)
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I. Synopsis

"This report presents some of the basic performance data
which are currently available on the F4H-l aircraft. These data j
are presented in the form of graphs. A brief description of the
7P4-1 is also given.

II. Desoribtion of FMH-1

The F4H-1 is a two seat, high performance all-weather
fighter designed for Intermediate and long rang., high altitude
Interoeptions. As its principal armament, it will carry four
Sparrow III missiles, but it is also capable of carrying a variety
of external stores.

It is powered by two General Electric J79-GE-2 or -3
turbojet engines with afterburnezs. It has thin highly swept
wings of low acpeot ratio and thin1 swept tail surfaces.

I11. Basic Performance Data

The aircraft performance data shown In the following
figures are for the babic P4H-1 airplane carrying four Sparrow III
missiles se&it-submerged on the underside of the fuselage. For
comparative purposes, the performance data in some oases are also
given for the clean aircraft configuration which is 1,500 pounds
lighter than the airplane with four Sparrows. All performance
data at altitadm are at combat gross weight (60 percent of take-
off fuel).

The perfcrmance data presented in most of these figures
have been given for several different engine specifications. In
all cases where the erniine had any effect on the presented data,
the figures have been labled to indicate which engine specification
was used. In general, all data to be used for further computation
are good for the improved J79-GE-2 engine with specification
AOT 00.

Pigure 1 presents the maximum speed envelope of the
F4Z-1 for different altitudes. For the J-79-A-2 engine the
maximum speeds attainable by the F4H-l are limited by engine tem-
perature restrictions at altit'des from approximately 23,000 feet
to 56,000 feet. Also shown are the maximum speeds attainable by
the J79-X-209A engine. At present, this is an experimental engine,
but it may be of future interest.

Figure 2 contains the dragsummary for this aircraft;
where the lift ooeffioient (CL) I@ plotted versus the coefficient
of drag (CD) for various Mach numbers. Figure 3 presents a curve

-1- CONFIDENTIAL
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of the predicted maximum useable lift coefficient for various
fighter Mach numbers.

The Mach Number-Load Factor Envelopes which is given in
S, .1... 4,outlines tle maneuvirabilLtoy of tUh £"'--- with maximum

power at an altitude of 35,000 feet as limited by buffet and con-
trol powee. Also included are the available load factors for con-
stant speed turns and for -0.5 and -1.0 g deceleration turns at
constant altitude are shown.

In figures 5 through 7P the amount of thrust that is
required for the aircraft to sustain different steady state load
factors for various fighter speeds is shown. Also given in these
figures is the net thrust which is available from maximum, military
and normal power settings. The data shown in each figure hls
been obtained for the aircraft flying at a constant altitude.

Climb data for the F4H-I at different altitudes are
Oresented in figures 8a and 8b. In figure 8a, the graphs give
the rate of climb and also the time to climb to different altitudes.
Figure 8b indicates the best subsonic and supersonic Mach Numbers
for the F4H-l to climb.

In figures 9 through 11, the net thrust that is avail-
able is given for different altitudes over a range of various
Mach numbers. These net thrust figures are for maximum reheat
power# military power, and normal power respectively. Also
indicated in these figures are the aircraft Mach. numbers at whioc
the operation of the engine becomes either pressure limited or
temperatrse limited. The thrust curves presented in these figures
are given in termis of only one engine. It should be pointed out
that the thrust values on the military power curve for speeds
above X - 1#4 have been superseded, but the new data for the speeds
ab1ove X 1.4 were not available.

For figure 12, it is assumed that the F4H-I is on deck
alert and is launched when a detected enemy bomber, coming in at
I a 1.0 at 50#000 feet# is a given distance from the ship. The
interceptor climbs to 50,000 feet and dashes out at maximum power
to the point of intercept. The graph gives the distance to the
point of intercept and the combat time which ts available at
maximum power for combat at that point.

-2- CONFIDENTIAL
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Model F4KH-1 Mach Number .- Load Factor Envelopes at
Combat Weight at Altitudes 3.OOO ft. with 0axIMum
Power.

(2) J79-GE-2 Engines
Engine Speo.-AOT 781 H2 /Hol FL 41 855-1

10

'ontri61 Power'
8 Buffet- •• /I.

wait_
Dec elerati

]• -o.5 g!

0 g

0 -

MACH NUMBER
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T Synopn in

This addendum contains two graphs that presents further
basic performance data on the F4H-. aircraft.

I1. Basic Performance Data

Figure 1 shows the Model F4L1-1 lift curve slope variation,
(CL.), versus Mach Number which was omitted in the original report.

Figure 2 is an extension of the figure 2 contained in
the body of XMSTR #2. This figure presents the drag summary for
this aircraft, where the lift coefficient (CL) is plotted versus
the coefficient of drag (CD) for various Mach Numbers of trimmed
flight. It was found necessary to have data for CL above the value

.f L 0.7 to permit analysis at maximum values of C Thus, the
data.presented in this figure presents the original d"ta plus
extrapolated data out to CL 1 10.0
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le McDonnell Report No. 4873, "Model F4H-I Two-Ploe All-Weather
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2. Navy Missile Study Technical Report #4$ "A Method For Extending
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I',f

The lift coefficient (0 L) vs. drag ooeffioient
(OD) curves (Figure 2)* contained in Navy Missile Study
Teohnioal Report #2 were extrapolated so that they could
be read to the maximum usable lift ooeffioient (Figure 3)u
The only ourves in question were those between and
including Mach 1.0 to 1.6.

*Figure number refers to Navy Missile Stud TeohniqueReport #2. FjH-! Basic Perormanee Data (5/ /57), H. u.

Tuo ice .
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I. Introduction

Observ..ng figuris 2 and 3 in the Navy Mi~ssie Study
Technical Report #2, it was noticed that the curves from Mash
1.0 through Mach 1.6 of Figure 2 could not be read to the maximum
usable lirt ooelftiieent. This paper desoribes a method by which
the CLVs. CD ocuves were extrapolated to make this information
available*

Il. Discussion of 3ouation

Refering to Model F4H-I Two-Place All-Weather Pihter,
Aerod.vnamio Statue (RporT(7 r Pri~odT~oRevixion, 49/L -t..L•ndgraf, Pags-•Y

ODtotal a CDoEf, + CDo L 2 L 2  CD(cL) + CDTrim

Although Cftryj is a rather large value# it was ignored beopuae

the values •ro these curves are in doubt. CDo was dropped
because it is small and oonstant for any mash number, Looking
at th0 figure on page 4.? of the above report,

CDoEff - intersection of the extension of the linear portion
of the CD vb. CL curve with the zero lift axis.

L - induced drag factor# d, D

CDf (L) - non-parabolic drag

C~oEff, L and CDf(CL) were determined
from the graphs on pages 4.12a, 4.14 and 4.15 roapootivoly of the
above report. The revised equation is as follows l

CD Dorf +L' + Lf (CL)

III. Method of Extranolation

Values of C% were calculated from the revised equation
for various values of CL at the mash numbers in question. (See
table below.) Usiag these values# a se* Of CL vse, CD curves wer*
plotted. Because of the revision of the equa i on# thig aet of
curves was displacedA alnng the drag axis# from the eat of osrves
to be extrapolated. However# the forms of the two beta of ourves
are similar.

The maoh l.h curve of Figure 1 will serve as an example
of the extrapolation prooedura. Curve OA was plotted using the
calculated points from the above table. Along side of it, OB, the

-- CONFIDENTIAL
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
CTT-

M M M M M M MGL 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6

0 01 0.025 0.035 0.036 - -- -

0.2 0.031 0.042 0.044 oo045 0.046 - -

0.3 0.042 0,055 0.057 0.059 0.059 0.063 0.065

0.4 0o057 0.072 0.075 0.078 0.082 0.084 0.0)0

0.5 0.076 0.094 0.099 0.100 0.110 0.114 0.120

0.6 0.100 0.120 0.130 0.130 0.140 0o150 0.160

0.7 0,140 0.150 0.1 )0 0.170 0.180 0.190 0.200

0.8 0.190 0.200 0.200 0.210 0.220 0.240 0.260

0.9 0,270 0.260 0.240 0.260 0.270 0.290 0.3P0

1.0 10.360 0.320 0.290 0.310 0.330 0.320 0.380

curve to be extrapolated was roplotted ±rom Figuro 2 of tho Navy
Missile Study Teohniosl Report #2. Taking into acoount the
relationship of the slopes of ouaves OA and 0Bj and makingn a "by
eye" approximation# OB was extended to B'. Thus an extrapolation
effeotV.ely using the CDTrim estimation of the oripinal ourvo wan
made*

IV. Results

The extrapolated curves are shown in Figure 2. lor mach
1.0 through 1,2# the curves were extended from A OL of 0.7 to a
0 L Of 1.0. For mash values from 1.3 through 1.6 t•he aurvob wuio
extended from a CL of 0.6 to a CL of 1.0.

Just below mach 1.2 for the higher valuoe of CL, CDr(C
becomes very large.. This effoot manifesto itself in thri oonvorin6au
of the mash 1.0 and 1.1 curves with the othor nurvwe in the oroup.
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APPENDIX V

Navy Missile Study Technical Report #3

LATAL AnD Lwo!jTLIDINAL gt3ATIONS D9MCRIMI TRE SPARROW 111

MISSUZI TBAjBC!IUY IN SPACS DURING A COPI'AM ATTACK

by

0. C. Anthcoy
Navlgatlon mad Fliaht Control Group

May 15, 1957

charge

003-103-1000-C-90114
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This report presents the equations Valih describe
the Sparrow III missile trsjectory frouM mlssile lock-on until
impact. The equations have been presented for coplanar attacks
in both the horizontal end vertical planes and assume a uai-
maneuvering target.

Due to the scarcity of Information It was impossible
to extend the trajectory to cover the period frm launch until
lock-on. Kovver, when the required information. to mde avail-
able the necessary modifications will Ue published in a subse-
quent report.
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S a Sped of SetwA._

g w Acceleration of gravity

h - Altitude of Missile

Na w Actual normal, acceleration of missile (gos)

N0 w Commanded norinalao'leration to missile (g's)

p . Atmospheric pressure

po w AtmospheriQ prossure at sea level (2116.2 ib/ft 2 )

q - Dynamic pressure of air

t - Time

tb - Duration of missile boost

CD w Drag coefficient of missile

CDB - Zero lift drag coefficient of missile during bogst phase

C - Zero lift drag coefficient of missile during glide phase

CL a Lift coefficient of missile

D w Drag force on mis6ile

L - Lift force on missile

M w Mach number of missile

P = d/4t

8 = Wing area of two panels

T - Missile Thrust

V - Velocity of missile

Vt a Velocity'of target

V- . Component of the closing velocity falling along the conical scan axis

AVx Component of the closing velocity falling along the X. axis

"AVn - Component of the closing velocity falling slong the Z axis
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W - Missile weight

W0 - Missile weight after boost (glide phase)

WL . hiseile weight ut launch

X - X coordinate of missile

Xt - X coordinate of target

Z w Z coordinate of missile

-t . Z coordinate of target

V- Flight path angle of missile

*t = Flight path a. gle of target

= Burtace deflection of missile

Ea Angle between the conical scan axis and line of saght from the mime•
to the target

u Angle between a horizontal plane and the line of sight from the missile
to the tal'get

\e * Angle between a horizontal plane and the conical &can axis

P - Density of air

12 - Density of air at sea level (.00:2378 slugas/t 3 )

or - Density ratio (P 'IP)

#OTZSi (i) English units (ft. - b. - see.) will be used *roughout with all anglas

given in degrees.

(2) K5 , c't T3, and T5  a tutopilot parameters and are listed in Table I.

(3)±.. CE is the component of the €z. oefficient due to lift and is

d~scribed In figure 3
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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report In to present tha longitudinal and lateral
equations for the Sparrow III air-to-air missile in a coplanar attack on a non-
maneuvemring target. The equations describe the space trajectory of the missile from
the tlme on !ock-_•. to the time of ispyacs with the target.

These equations are intended to provide a general set of eqimtious which
can b-. applied to a large number of problems. Furthermore, since the Sparrow III
information i- rather incomplote it has not been possible to describe the actual
missile operation in the detail that one might expect. This supplementary infor-
mation will be published in a subsequent report.

2. NISSIUE EUATIONS

2.1 Longitudinal

When using the pitch-up launching technique it is possible to obtain
altitude differentials f approximately 33,000 feet when the fighter starts the
attack at 35,000 feet*. In view of this large variatýon in~altitude it is recommended
that the variation of air density , pressure) and speed of sound with eltitude be
taken into account.

This type ot procram has already been programmed on the IBM 704 computer
and has been completely checked out. It will thus be assumed that this program (AA ATM)
will be used in conjunction with the following equations. This program will require
altitude (in feet) as an input and will prc.uce pressure ralio, density ratio, and
speed of sound (in ft./sec., as outputts*.

The missile trajectory con thus be defined by the following equations:
V (I

q V t' v2 a (2)

L,- q S CL (3)
D . q 8 C)) (4)

sn- v) ((5)
EL (6)

I. V coe (7)

0 W . - V sain (8)

"Pitch-up Launchaing Studies for Sparrow III- F3H-2M Missile-Airplane Combination",
U.S.Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa., Report No. NADC-WR-5622,
Dated October 1956. (Secret)

** Temperature in degrees Rankine would also be available if this quantity were
required.
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pF(gure i shows the mlsaile-target geometry.

STarget

0v

missile O---X

z
Figure 1. Missile-target geometry

&Vx V cosv - vt COS Bet (9)

AVz - V'sinY + Vt sin Kt (10)

Ve 4Vx cOsAe "Vz SinfAe (l1)

6 -Ae -,\ (12)
zt-zA a arc tan- Xt - x

i't - o (14)

it- Vt (15)

The autopilot equations are:

K5 T NC (16)

~" l T 5 P (Na +T 3 -P K6Y

a Cos (17)

No a .013 Vc (F8)

•e w 6e (19)
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-CI, (20)

Smax

In the above equationa W, T, ad CD have different values for, the boost
and glide phase. These values are:

Boost Phase Glide Phase

T. e+•1 -- ) T.0
T-8889 + (= - P )Ta05 Po

SCD 2 . ACD 2
C _-Cp0+ F CL D o + L L

C N

W -WL -(WL_-_IG ) t w - W
tb A• CD

In these equations CDB, CDG, A C , and CLmax are functions of Mach number, and

the approximate nature of their variation can be found in figures 2-4.

Table I also lists the various missile characteristics including the
autopilot gains and missile limits which must be used in the above equations. How-
ever, since the autopilot gains are set at launch)it is the launching altitude that
determines the autopilot gain and not the instantaneous altitude of the missile.

2.2 Lateral

Due to the symmetry of the Sparrow III missile about its longitudinal axis
the missile dynamics will be the same in both the lateral and longitudinal planes.
Thus the only difference in the equations will be those due .to gfnvity. In view of
this fact it becomes necessary to make two types of changes: C) remove the
acceleration due to gravity from the three acceleration equations (equations 5, 6,
and 17), and (2) add the drag due to the vertical lift that is required to maintain
level flight.

The equations in the previous section can thus be converted into the

lateral form by merely making the following changes:

I) Roplnce Z with Y in equations 8, 10, 11 and •.

2) Drop the trleonometria fwcntion of Y in equations 5, 6, and 17.

Repa 2 CL ~ Wit + 0 n h D equations for both the boost
and el4c phases (ý1har.ih. a W).

-It should also be noted that thoese lateral equationrt describe a coaltitude
attaok and thus P, p, and a are constant.
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Grlide Phase (Fight Data)
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TANSE I

MISSILE CHARACTERISTICS

Weight

At launch (WL) 380 lb.
End of boost (WG) 309 lb.

Impulse (at sea level) 16,000l,,b. -sec.

Duration of boost (tb) 1.8 sec.
Thrust (at sea leval) 8889 lb.
Wing Area (each panel) 1.265 ft 2

Wing movement (each wing) + 21 deg.
Maximum differential wing movement 5 deg.
Maximum acceleration 15 g's
Antenna gi•bal limits +50 de .

Maximum closing speed (Vc) 3500 ftIsec.
Maximum sweep rate of conical scan axis (Xe) +20 deg./sec.

AUTOPILOT GAINS

Altitude' K T3 T
Range 5 X6
ft.. deg/sec/g g/deg/sec. sec. ,ec.

0 - 17 3.25 .12 .085 2.96

17K-32K 5.05 .12 .085 1.91

3PIK-46K 8.42 .12 .129 1.73

above 46K 12.33 .12 .129 1.18
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3. DISCUSSION

The above equations describe the missile trajectory from the time of lock-
ountil impact, but do not cover theperiod from launch to lock-on. This limitation
was imposed by the fact that the required data is not available as yet.

The Sparrow III employs an "English Bias" signal to provide an open loop
attitude command during the boost phase. However, since the exact manner in which
this signal is fed to the surfaces and the switching cycles that are employed in
the missile are not known, it is �impossible to define the initial part of the tra-
jectory at this time.

BSUMMARY

This report has presented the equations which describe theSparrow III
trajectory from missile lock-on to impact. The equations have been presented fbr
coplanar attacks in both the horizontal and vertical planes and assume a non-
maneuvering target. The required English bias and firing sequence information has
been requested and will be used to extend the scope of these equations when available.

It should also be noted that in view of the iarge number of different sources
of information all of these missile parameters and assumptions should be approved
by the customer before performing any• calculations.
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SYNOPSIS

A study was initiated on the REAC to determine the system settling time
of an airborne fire control system which flies a lead pursuit course and utilizes
air-to-air guided missiles (Sparrow II and Sparrow III), 3ystem settling time,
in this study, is defined as the time required to reduce the initial error to or
below a specified value for a prescribed length of time. This prescribed time,
bat is related to the time required to launch the missile and pilot delay time.

The results from this study are presented #s curves in which the true
radial error is plotted as a function of settling time. These results do not
include the transient settling time of the radar, computer and auxiliaries. How-
ever, when the values of these parameters have been established, they may be added
to the settling time curves of this report and the total system settling time can
be obtained.

The probable errcga to be expected when the intercel~tor is vectored into
the proper zone using a pure collision vectoring technique were calculated. Using
this data in conjunction with the settling time curves, the following conclusions
were drawn.

1. In the case of an interceptor which has been vectored
onto a position 20* off the nose of an oncoming target,
the time required to reduce the initial error to or below
10. will be equa. to or less than 10 seconds after lock-on
for 74% of the cases flown. This time decreases to 8.2
seconds when only 43.5% of the cases flown are considered.
Lock-on is assumed to be 15 nautical miles andIs - 3 seconds.

2. In the case of an interceptor which has been vectored onto
a position 40I off the nose of an oncoming target, the time
required to reduce the initial error to or below 100 will
be equal to or less than 10.3 secon%!i after lock-on for
64. 6% of the cases flown. This time decreases to 8.2 seconds
when only 38% of the cases flown are considered. As before,
lock-on is assumed to occur at 15 nautical miles ands -
3 seconds.

MNrHOD USE

The three dimensional, pitch linearized, aerodynemic equations of an
F4H-1 aircraft were simulated on the REAC. The values of the stability coefficients
corresponded to a fighter velocity of M 1.91 and an altitude of 30,000 feet. These
equations were then combined with the simulated equations of a leAd pursuit course
to provLde steering information for the pilot located in the cockpit mock-up.

Since the inte-oeptor's weapons are assumed to be missiles, tba error equations
were mechanizes to point the velocity vector tather than the armament control axis.
The simulation equations are found in Appendix 1, page'2. The error presentation,
in this case, consisted of a dot which the pilot was required to "fly'1 to the
center of an osoillosoopes This was accomplished by actuating a stick which trans-
mitted steeiing voltages to the airplane equations. The thermal and glint noise of

the rada" was simulnted and added to the elevation and azimuth error signals at
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the pilot's scope. This noise was simulated by haping white noise through an

5 filter. The marnitude at. this point ; %.+ a.Utd to be 814 al• eo.
(1 ' 0.2 3)f

M4S. This whs then multiplied by R and filtered through 1 before

being seen on the scope, The block diagram of the entire simulation is shown in
figure 14 page 2.

Due to the limited time available for this study, it would have been im-
possible to investigate the effect. -f th6 variation of all of the parameters wh.ch
affect settling time. Therefore, most of these parameters were made constant and
only the initial angle-off the nose,'r., and the initial error, eAo, were varied.

The conditions used in this study are as followsr

(1) VF - M 1.91

(2) VT M 1.91

(3) Angle-off target's nose - +20 ;; t40; !60'; +90"

(4) two trained jet pilots

(5) Noise as described above

( 6 )6A. - 1l0% 120%, ±30' (sign is dependent on sign of angle-off)

(7) O.5 seconds simple filter on error signals

(8) scope sensitivity -x 7/Inch

(9) Vo - constant a 1000 fps

(10) Re w 10 n.m°; 15 nsm.

The presc,,ibed time,1r s, was chosen to be 3 Sao. and 6 sec. In order to
alleviate any bias due to pilot anticipation, the angle-off and the initial errors
were rmndamsed, A list of the treatments used is found in Table 1, page 1-r * 15
runs were taken for each treatment and frou the results of these runs, the medi%.Ym
settling times and the 85% settling times for five values of allowable error were
determined, and plotted versus the radial error, These plots appear in figures 3
to 34,# pagedS8 to IS , The initial attack picture is shown below in figure 2. All
symbols are defined on page'"7.
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Figure 2t Initial Attack Picture for Settling Time Study

RESULTS AND COEUJSIONS

Figures 3 to 314, pages 8 to 1I precent the results of this study. In these
curves, the radial error is plotted as a function of settling time. Instead of piot-
ting curves for both plus and minus angles-off the nose, the data was combined. so that
only one curve appears for each angle-off.

In several of the cases, the radial error never dimia.shed below a value
between 2 and 9 degrees. When this occurredp the curves were extrapolated to this
value and the extrapolations are indicated by broken lines on the figures.

For one case in particular (1" - +60; R - 10 n.m,; Somerville) the 200
aId 301 initial arrors settled to a loewr vilue .thin the 10* initial error. The
explanation for this may be foiuid by considering figure 35, below. In this figure;

19 CZONTOIR-

48 CONTOUROR

Figure 35t Sketch of Lead Pursuit Geometry Showing 0 Contoi~s

.A is the interceptor heading on a lead pursuit course.

.B is the interceptor heading on a lead pursuit course
with a 10. initial error.

0 is same as B except that the initial error is 20%

D is same as B except that the initial error is 30.,
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The dashed lines indicate the oath of the intorceptor in reiative coordinates on a
lead pursuit course. The 3 g contour represents the locus of points on a lead pur-
suit course at which the interceptor is "pulling 3 g'e". It is seen that an ittitial
error of 300 forces the interceptor into the rear of the 3 g contour; thus, the inter-
ceptor pilot has more time to reduen the error than he has on a course with only a
10* initial error. 5ince there is more time available with a 301 initial error than
with a 100 initial error, it follows that the error will be reduced to a smaller
value on the 300 initial error course.

The question which now arises is why the aforementioned phenomenon appeared
in Somerville's runs but did not appear in Nupp's runs. This question is answered by
referring to table 2, page IS, which tabulates the average "g's" pulled on each course
for each pilot, when reducing an initial error of 30* to an error of 10*. The method
by which the average g's were computed is found in Appendix 2, pageZ4. From the
table, it is seen that while Somerville averaged between 3 and h g's on this particular
course, Nupp averaged between 4 and 5 g's. Since Nupp was pulling-more g~s, he
approached the target faster and brought the interceptor into the forward portion of
the 3 g contour which shortened the available time and resulted in a higher value of
radial error.

It utay seem that the explanation above is contradic'tory to the old adage of

"never pull more than 3 g's". However, this old adage refers to a situation in which
the interceptor piloi is performing a precise task(for example; keeping the error
zeroed while on course); and, in our case, there is nothing precise about pulling the
stick back, rolling the airplane, and watching the error dot drift towards the center
of the scope. As far as man and aircraft structural limits are concerned, Reference .
indicates that an average man can withstand 5 g's of acceleration for 25 seconds (no
g suit) without losing consciousness and Reference 2 states that the aircraft structur-
al limitation is 6.5 g's. Since the longest time required to reduce a 30* error to
100' was about 16 aeconds 1 it seems that the above limits have not been exceeded in the
study.

In the majority of the radial error vs. settling time curves it is noted that
a few seconds are required before the error stays below its init-'.l value. The reason
for this is that, initially, the error was increasing faster than the interceptor was
turning (i.e., the pilot was not pulling enough gis). Since the pilots did not know
initially what course they were going to fly (due.to the random order of the courses)
and since they could not tell what the initial error was (due to a limiting circuit
which always kept the error dot on the scope face), the first second or two of each
run was usually flowaby "guessability". It is seen that the above phenomenon appeared
more often in Somervillels runs than in Nupp's runs. This is to be expected since
Somerville habitually pulled less g's than Nupp.

After reviewing Nupp's results on the small angle-off cases ('T a 20* and

400) it was decided to increase the initial range, Ro, to 15 nautical milgs for
Somerville0s runs. It was found that the system was much easier to fly with the

larger Ro (the g requirements were considerably lower and the error was reduced to

a lower value than was possible at 10 nautical miles). This fact stresses the im-
portance of greater detection ranges.

The differences between using a V0 of 1000 ft/sec, rather than V - 1291
ft/sec are illustrated in figure 45, page J. In this figure, lead pureuft courses
beginning at Ro - 10 n.ri. have been plotted for'1o w 20* 40' and 60 using values of
V. of 1091 ft/sec and 1291 ft/sec. The reason that 1091 ft/sec Vas 11sed instead of
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1M00 ft/sea was that the calculations had previously been made for another study using
V a 1091 ft/sec. Since figure 45 indicates a very small difference between V -
I891 ft/sec and Vo - 1291 ft/sec, it follows that an even smaller difference e•ists
between Vo - 1091 ft/sec and Vo - 1000 ft/sec.

Appendix III, page29, by IR. B. Tucker of the Analytical Section describes
the probable errors to be expected when the interceptor is vectored into the proper
zone using a pure collision vectoring technique. Although these calculations were
made for V - 1940 fps. and V - 1291 fps. the results may be applied to the
'dUg without excessive loss in accuracy. Assuming a lock-on range of 15 nautical
miles it is seen that forao - 60* and VT - 1.0, about 48% of all runs will have an

TF

initial error of 30' or greater. This Justifies the use of a 30" initial error in
the study and also indicates that a more accuraFte vectoring system is needed if high
angles-off are to be used.

Since the curves from Appendix III assumed a lock-on range of 15 nautical
miles, they may be incorporated with the radial error vs. settling time curves which
used an RO of 15 nautical miles to provide the following information.

I. In the case of an interceptor which has been vectored onto
a position 200 off the nose of an oncoming target, the time
required to reduce the initial error to or below 0I will
be equal to or less than 10 seconds after lock-on for 74%
of the oases flown. This time decreases to 8.2 seconds
when only 43.5% of the cases flown are considered. Lock-on
is assumed to be 15 nautical miles and Ts W 3 seconds.

2. In the case of an interceptor which has been vectored onto
a position 14O off the nose of an oncoming target, the time
required to reduce the initial error to or below 10* will
be equal to or less than 10.3 seconds after lock-on for
64.6% of the cases flown. This time decreases to 8.2 seconds
when only 38% of the cases flown are considered. As before,
lock-on is assumed to occur at 15 nautical miles and'r =
3 seconds.

3. Nothing can be said for the case where the interceptor is
vectored to 600 off the nose since the settling time data
was gathered for an R_ of 10 nautical miles and the curves
from Appondix III were drawn for an R of 35 nautical miles.
Even if numbers could be specified for this condition, their
meaning would not be too significant since only 52% of all
rums had initial erroisof 30e or less when considering the
15 mile lock-on range. This percentage would even be less
if a 10 mile lock-on range were considered.
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SUMMARY

The system settling time of an airborne fire control system utilizing aLr-
to-air guided missiles and flying lead pursuit was determined on the REAC. This
settling time is defined as the time required to reduce the Initial error to or below
a specified value for a prescribed length of time. The results were presented as
curves of radial error vs. settling time and the total settling time (including
settling time of the radar and computer and effects of allowable launching error)
may be found by shifting the ordinates of these curves to allow for the effects of
the aforementioned parameters.

The probable errors to be expected when the interceptor is vectored into
the proper zone using a pure collision vectoring technique were calculated. Using
this data in conjunction with the settling time curves, certain conclusions were
drawn which are restated below for convenience.

l. In the case of an interceptor which has been vectored onto
a position 200 off the nose of an oncoming target, the time
required to reduce the initial error to or below 100 will be
equal to or less than 10 seconds after lock-on for 74% of
the oases flown. This time decreases to 8.2 seconds when
only 43.5% of the cases flown are considered. Lock-on is
assummed to be 15 nautical miles and'•s - 3 seconds.

2. In the case of an interceptor which has been vectored onto
a position 40h off the nose of an oncoming target, the
time required to reduce the initial error to or below 100
will be equal to or less than 10.3 seconds after lock-on
for 64.6% of the cases flown. This time decreases to 8.2
seconds when only 38% of the cases flown are considered.
As before, lock-on is assumed to occur at 15 nautical miles
andTs " 3 seconds.

REERENCES

1. "High Speed Flight" by S. Owver and J. Nayler; Philosophical
Library, New York, 1957

2. McDonnell Report No. 4518, Volume 1, "Fighter AerodynamicStatus Report" Confidential, l2-16-55 (Revised 4-9-56).

"3. "NM1TR#i, F4H-l Stability Derivatives (Wind and Body Axes)
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TRIATN R0 (nqm.) t (deg) EA.. (deg)

1I 10 +20 + 10
2,J.L, 20 " 20

35T20 +3016 T 40 :r10

5, 1 ' 40 4 20
6,18 740 30
7, 19 -; 60 10
8,20 ' 60 20
9A 21 60 30

10, 22 o90 10
11 23 90 "20
12, 24 T90 30
25, 31 15 20 ; 10
26, 32 T20 :20
27, 33 I 20 "30
28,334 I40 1.0
29, 35 T- 40 20
30, 36 T 40 30

NOTEr Treatments 1-12a and 25-30 renfer to plus value ofro and E- 0

Treatments 13-24,, and 31-36 refer to minus values ofro and CAo

TABLE It LIST OF CONFIOURATIONS USED IN STUDY
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R o Pil P o t A

15 140 a 50 3

35 zo s eo 3-0 4
15 20 s 85 3-4

15 40 s 85 3-4
10 60 s 50 3-4
10 60 s 85 3-

10 90 s 50 3-4
10 90 8 85 3-4
10 20 N 50 4-5
10 20 N 85 4-5
10 40 N 5o 4-5
10 40 N 85 4-5
10 60 N 50o 4-5
10 60 N 85 3-4

10 90 N 5o 4-5
10 90 N 85 "3-4

TABLE 2:- AVEAGE 0IS REQUIRE TO REDUCE AN INITIAL 30. JMt0R TO AN ERMUM OF
10.
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"To Ns t

20 3 - 10; 1~4

5 6.6

140 3-

I -4
5 7.1

60 3 -

-
10 .9

1 5 6.6

90 3 16.9

414 8.6

1 5 6.0
20 3 15z

4: 7.14

5 5.3
o40 3 -

4 7.8

TABLE 3t TME REQUIRE) TO REDUCE AN INITIAL NRHOR CF 30' TO AN ERtROR OF 10.
WHILE FLINo A. CONSTANT LOAD FACTOR COURSE.
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App X I - DAILS OF SINUXTION

The following equationa are those which were used intho interceptor smttling
time study. The airplane is an FLIH-1 flying at. 1(A)(= fast whnsm vAoClty i Ml i91,-

Aircraft Housatins

"1 4 ,t- + fa +\/Ftrl/÷ + Xs Lr + /tr r

rn 1~Se + VF o CCf+ M%-

S. nn&a..+1Sr + VF rl.A +n~r
Sj- 9 COS + B ALANCE

Sr~4s +~ % 6 1rOrientation- Ankles Kr÷.r -K hat,-le

e- c[0- co -r sW

Tagt- Velocity In _arth_ Coord .•tr

AT -CONJSTANT a M "a.

jjtLVSlooitZ in Airoraft Coordinates

VT~i 4N s ~COS* - Co•S $IN

,.T .(y1(ji-) cos • cos*+ sN 0 SIN,4
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Range Rate in Aircraft Coordinates

. -- r -cos Cos co

R m VMr -.ys " - V1 SIN OCo

Range Rtate in Antenna Coordinates

P. ~3XC'052( + 0, SIN )&1j Cos)? - kt SIN AQ

RLO~j4I COS +~SIN2LAZ 51N~k--+RCOe

Lead Angle Rates

W.- KCoSe -cal SiNe - r

-M Wi + p SIN *.0. -o qCOS 2.,

(A) l[ cos )•+ % sIN2• cos 510 -(.r4J Sk

True Errors

- C0.5
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The following table lists the values of the aerodynamic coeffiicients
Ased in this study. These values were obtained from Reference 3.

.. -28.0 n,,- o .00939

4 - .- 725 n,. - -o.456

0.0267 bag- -0.138

e .r a 2,,92 - 1.o
.r - 0.466 -.1.083

mS - -.6-0 -o.255

W -. 0579 pr " 0 .00478

m-.. -1.2s9 Sr . --. o

ns."- 0.115
nsf - -2.36
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•dPM3X 11 -- GAWULATION OF AVERAGE GS R~jUn= TO
RMUU AN INITIAL SROR OFM TO AN MHOR OF I0'

The geometrical equations of an interceptor flying a constant load factor
course in Cartesian target ooordim tes were developed by J. F. Buchan of the
Analytical Section. These equations appear below. AU symbols are defined on
pap 3e.

RR~cos~-0. ýS% (-r Q ~ * -'+..j (

RyI R.SINT, - FCOS('1'±Tr,+Lo,) - COS(T+L.Q (2)

+ = S q5ý7-,(3)

Lo = L++L,.- (4)

T =TAN' -, 1(

The assamptions aret

1. Vi, a constant

2. Interceptor and target are at the same altitude.

3. Target flies straight linet constant speed course.

The initial space picture is shown below*
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For each condition flown on the REAC, the following scheme was used to
calculate the average gis required to redwe an initial error of 30* to an error
of 10.* A sample set of the intermediate curves needed to perform the calculations
is included in this Appendix. The sample condition is one in whichI- - 600,

Ro a 1Onom.; N. - 3,,41, and 5 gss, VF a VT - 1897 fps.

ConMidering first the case where N. - 5. equations (1) to (6) were used
to obtainTnfor t - 0,5,10,15020,25 and 30 seconds. Once Tis known, eq'iation (5)
may be used without the subscripts to calculate values of LiP as a function of '.
Also equation (7) may be used to obtain L as a function of or, Nowt L and L
"are plotted vs. t on the same graph paper as showr in figure 36. From equ-atin(4)

(without subscripts), FA - LLP " L. Therefore, a pair of dividers may be used to

find the value of at which ( A- 1O00 Finally; ' is plotted vs. time (ficure 37)r

thus the time at which 6 - 10" may be read from this curve. This value of time is
the time required to redaoe an initial 30* error to a 10 error while pulling a
constant 5 gls.

The above procedure was repeated for N i 4 and Nz n 3. The plots of LLp

and L vs. r for these two ca:ss are .A.... in figures 38 and 39. It is interesting
to note that for N, - 3, eA never diminished to 100 but reached a minimum of 240.

Therefore, it would be impossible to attain a lead pursuit course at these conditions
without exceeding 3 gis.

The procedure was again repeated for all of the configurations used in the
study. The times to reach 10* were tabulated and appear in Table 3S page 19. The
times from Table 3 were then used in conjunction with the radial error vs. settling
time curves to predict the average gis pulled for each condition. These average g's

are tabulated and appear in Table 2, .page 18.
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.APPENDIX IT_- PRlOBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF SYST]M, STE MING ERROR AT LOCK-ON

,Lae objective of this phase of +he study was to determine the probability
distr' ation of the system steering errors :it lock-on when vectored to detection by
a oc .-isior vectoring system. Gonverting this probability di3tribution into a cumu-
lat-ve probability yields design curves from 6niich the expected initial errors versusthe cure" .+ive percent cases mry ý)e read. Theseý design curves have significance in
thn d,! -gn oA error circdii~y and tne choine of system required settling time.

The assumptions m&d& in ti is phase o: t hj study werer

(1) The lock-on frow the pure c lI1Lon course occurred
at, a conrtaan4 -zngo of $5 naatica3 miles at all
anglis,'r. the t 1t'b nose.

(2) The target was fly ng s-.rr..ht and level.

(•) Vec:toring accuracy assumptions

(a) In this study, the interceptor was
vectored onto one of four pure
collision courses, either'V0 a 20,
30",4O0 or 60o; Where 1-0 was the
initial angle o'f the target's nose.

(b) Parallel to each of these pure collision
courses, we have a standard deviation, 6
of 3 nautic&l miles.

(c) The heading in all the courses c6mprising
the distribution was the heading associated
with the course at the center of the dis-
tribution.

The percent of interceptions which occur in one nautical mile increments
about the pure collision course froin 0 to 36were obtained from a Gaussian distri-
bution, The curve of this distribution function is shown in figure 40.

The headings of the interceptor for the pure collision and lead pursuit
courses can be obtained from the following equations-

Pure Collision

(2) = 'r.
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Lead Pursuit
(3) ,stt4 OA, r ""7- • 'F

(14) A _

where Y10,2 are the interceptor headings on pure collision and lead pursuit

respectively.

The difference in the heading of the interceptor on the pure collision
course at the time of lock-on and the desired lead pursuit heading may be found from
equation 5.

(5) G4,-L

The conditions used in this phase of the study were as followsr

Altitude of Interceptor - 50,000 ft.

VF - 'F ma 1940 ft/seo.

V0  w 1291 ft/sec.

vT/IV - 1.0, 0.8, 0045

Having now obtained the heading error of the interceptor at lock-on, the
cumulative sum of the percent of interceptions which were between 0' and .301" errors
were obtained over increments of five degrees of error.

This cumulative s=u is shown in figures 41 through 414, where the initial
angle off the target's nose,'ro-0 was 20", 30%, 400 and 60" respectively.

These curves indicate that there is a smaller distribution of errors for
the lower speed ratios than for the higher speed ratios. For the oases considered,
the percent of interceptions decreased as the angle'O increased.

Since the body of this report was only concerned for the speed ratio of 1.0,
the remainder of the discussion on these curves will be for this condition.

For all the cases, except 'Te- 20, over 50% of the interoept.ens had ÷15e
or more error at look-on. For this exception, 46% had +-15 or more error.

The cases of?' - 20" and 30" had 14% and 18% of the interceptions which
had +30* cf error or zorJ at look-on. For v n 400, there was 24% with an error of
+30*7or more and for the case whes'reo - 60*, there was 48% of the interceptionswith
an error of +30* or more at lock-on.
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REFEM•CE, NRL Memorandum C-5309-387/.57,lmm
Subjeott "Classification ef Vectoring Errok in Airborne Intercept".
Dated 14 May 1957, Confidential.
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DEFINITION OF SYN3OLS

rb ) r - Litercouptor angular rates in roll, pitch, and yaw
respectively (deg/sec).

Sre - Interceptor elevator, aileron and rudder control
surfaoe deflections respectively (deg.).

O4 • - Incremental angles of attack and sideslip, respeotively.
(deg.).

0, OC•, 2 e. - Initial pitch anglep angle of attack, and elevation lead
angle, respectively (deg.).

e 9• •- Euler angles relating space coordinated to aircraft
coordinates in roll, pitch and yaw, respectively (deg.).

)•) •r, •r - Target linear velocities with respect to space coordinates.
(ft./sec.).

R. R , 6 - Range rate components in aircraft coordinates. (ft/see.).

R - Range rate (ft./sec.).

i) ; L P WK - Roll, elevation and azimuth space rates of the line of
sight (deg./sec.).

p - Depression angle between armament control axis and aircraft
principal axis (deg.).

' ' - Azimuth and elevation antenna lead angles (deg.).

ET% )Sr, - Azimuth and elevation true errors (deg.).

1- k , - Azimuth and elevation scope errors (deg.).

Vir - Interceptor velocity (ft./sec.).

ý4 - Target velocity (ft./sec.).

V. - Projectile velocity (ft./sec.)

R, - Range to target (feet).

RX - Component of range in target direction (n~m.).

Rv - Component of range perpendicular to target direction (n.m.).

L - Azimuth lead angle on constant load factor course (deg.).
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- Azimuth lead angle on lead pursuit course (deg,).

"- Angle-off the nose (dog.).

- Initial azimuth error (deg.).

0 - Gravitational acceleration (it/se9. 2 ).

V• - Incremnntal normal acceleration (gis).

I - Interceptor yaw rate (deg./soo.).

- The prescribed length of time for which the radial
error must be on or below a specified value. (sec.).

Nki ,Nraj - Shaped noise in azimuth and elevation channelse

respectively.

- Subscript denoting initial condition.

(.) - Superscript denoting differentiation with respect
to time.

t - Time (see.).

rnS. th.w Mkr

n fl i n, nr Interceptor aerodynamic constants
obtained from aircraft manufacture.s
data.

Median settling time - The time required to reduce the initial error on 50% of
the runs to or below a specified value for a prescribed
length of time.

85% settling time - The time required to reduce the initial error on 85% of
the runs to or below a specified value for a prescribed
length of time.
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APPENDIX VI I

"An.-In iawm~ n WE

016 - 0. S. mb01.11an
100 - D. J, Pb,.Jo11
103 - RI. Q. leantuas

03- I~ r,. AuMde~t~on
1Om - &. 3.14. (,,,.o)
083 -A, As Ow~i

085-! ~S. PadA&
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Thid usm ovaluatos the offect 'of the oiwzezitly

propoood impovements. on the fair veather deteo-

tion rneg performnnoe of the A21/AK-72 radar.
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Of the currently proposed improvements, the follon ar0 evaluated in term

-b~aa41i+.. nt AN/%s*a1 thei ..fec on.w..,O.O y% the "*c-0t.II Mn"00

1. Triangle veotoring
2. Searoh Volume Optimisation
3. Automatic Alarm
4. Mproved Reoiver Noise ?IgiU
5. Bandwidth Svitohing
6. Bright Display

The improvements relating to 10M, olutter and foul weather will be treated
separately in subsequent reportse.

IL kanle, vY3 tocLn

Triangle vectoring In intended to replaoe the preseutlY used voioe control.
It Will provide the pilot with sufficient information to analyse the taotioal .itua-
tion and a*'# accordingly. The attack course will be entirely of the pilot's. ohoosin3.
The proponents of triangle vectoring •antain that the pilot in a better position to
deo•ide on an attack course.

Target information will be transmitted by digital means to the fighter's
Oompter every two seoonds. The computer will also receive continuous information
pertaining to the fighter's motion. The inputs to the computer asoe

1. Relative displacament between the fightor
end the target in rectangular coordinates

2e Target speed Transmitted to the fighter
3. Target bearing every two, eoonds.
4. Wind velocity
5. Fighter speed Determined by the fighter and continvously fad to
6. Fighter bearingý the computer.

The search radars that wil determine target information will be either
shipborne or airborne, Table I lists nome search radars that will be ,.vailable in
the 1960-1965 um.

Type and Dougni.tion quesnoy Range (%,X) Bean Rate (rpm) Power (watts)

Unatab•limod

88-12 L 80 1.5-2.5
BFS-17 L 70 0-12

Btabilised
18. a 8 45 1, 2, 3 5, 10

8•-3 a 1803
818-26 a no 1o,20
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TbeI- Search Raar (Cont'd)

Stabilised
BPS-3 - 40 0.8'VW

SPS-17 200 or 400 maps 200 10 750 ki.

Airborne
AS 200 6-10

A16-70 425 maps 250 - 2mw
AN-45 x . 450 kW

In the computer, both the fighter ard target velocity vectors will te
derived. Range to the target and the designated relative position of the target with
respect to the fighter will be computed. The lead angle will also be computed and the
antenna driven such that it ia pointing at the target* The target designation point
will be determined and presented to the pilot.

All presentation to the pilot will be made on the B-Soope. Here the fighter
position will always be on the bottom or the scope (zero range) and in the center of
the auir ith indication (sero asimuth angle). The pilot then will feed an arbitrary
time-to-go setting into the computer. The scope presentation will then shcw both the
S fighter and target velocity vectors for the particular time-to-go setting. This is
shown in Figure ..

*-Auimath-

By adjusting the time-to-go setting, the velocity vectors will as=u*e
different lengths. The tactical situation is thus presented to the pilot to evaluate.
Target bearizg, the speed ratio, Lead angle, angle oft the target's tail and range are
displayed or easily determined.

If the pilot wnts to fly a collision course, then he -aneuvers the tighter
such that the tw VT vectors intersect as shown in Figure .e..
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1'±gure 2

Afbte the Su-tmo'-go netting Is initially made, a time clook will run
time-to-So down, The antenna is automatioally pointed at the target.

fr~ e yotaring ma be applied to any deeiz'od course or taotic.: If for
exuC l the ors t'Is approaahing the target nose-on, but an anti-paraflod .ouWrio isi
d.sirodp then he display' will be alterod to woom6ditothe 'dev~lop1ing geometry.
Tuig 16 shown in Yigure L,.

.Jiniti LI Poe itlan (9) *~ij LjI±I

Pisur* 3
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The acauracy with whioh triangle vectoring can establish the relativa
position of the target is 2 n.m radius (rms) in azimath and 1 n.m. radiub (rms) ir,
elevation, Estimates on the accuracy with which the target bearing angle can be
determined vary from + lO'degrees to ± 20 degrees. Significant improvements in AZ
detection and look-on range can be made with the proper Ub, of triangle vectoring

I - because the search volume can be shortened with the result that either the number of
"hits / scan can be increased or the frame time decreased or both.

it ii planned that flight tests conducted by NRL will start July 1, 1957.
Dat, taking is to ooumenoe on September 1, 1957. It in hoped that the test program
of t•.eirgle vectoring will be completed by June -4, 1958. The primary objection of
the flight test program is to determine the accuracy of the system. It is estimated
b4 NRL that due to lead time factors, triangle vectoring will not be available for
the XIA system. Ebxisting vectoring techniques must be used. The vectoring accuracy
will still be the same as for triangle vectoring. Hence detection range improvement
through optimization of the search area is still possible.

MII. Search Area Ontim.sation

The probability of det.ecting a target is the product of two probabilities.

1, The probability that & target is within the area scanned.
Z, The probability distribution given that the target is witlhin the scanned

area.

To opt.miue the searoh area, the area scanned should include "much". of the
area of uncertainly of target location. The ultimate criterion of an optimized search
area is the detection range attainable with the particular snon pattern chosen.
Vectoring inaoouraoies will produce an area of uncertainty of 2 n.m radius (rms) in
auxiAth end 1 n.m. radius (rms) in elevation. Since targets are assumed to be normal-
ly distributed about the designated target position, a search area of 12 n.m x 6 n.m.
would provide 99% probab ility of a target lying withirtho area searched. If R is the
deteotion range, then the angular area that should be soanned is 12 x 57,3 x 52.d1_dg2.

R R
Such a search area is not necessarily an optimum one. An estimate of target range will
be available from vectoring information. Ideally, the area scanned should vary con-
tinuoauly with target range, but an alternative can be discrete changes in the area
searched to be made either manually or automatically as the designated target range
changes.

Detection ra.nge improvement as a result of a reduction in the area scanned
ariu•. from a reduction in the frame time or an increase in hits per scan or both.
The improvement due to a reduction in from time can be seen from figure 4 which shows
the relationship between R/Ro and AR/Ro

whereoL Ro - Idealized range
R = Detection range for 85% and 50% cumulative probability of

detection
4 RI tf A = icosing~rate

tf : Frame time
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Figure 4 is derived for slowly scintillating target signals and an operator factor
of 0.5.

iprovement in detecti..on range as a res 't of an increase in hits pe"-
scan can be seen from figure 5 which shows R/Ro as a function of hits per scan for
variour values of n (total number of noise variants in a falso alarm time). Figure
4 is derived in reference 1. This relationchip between R/Ro and hits par scan was
derived for consteant amplitude taraet signals. If ucintillation of target echoes
is taken into account, then the detection range Laprovexment that would result from
increasing the hits par scan from nl to n2 would be approximately

Optimization of the search area rmiust consider both the probability of a
target lying within the area se•'ched, and the probability distributioi for a target
within the area searched. For the XIA system, the moat impo'tant case is the noe-
on, high speed attack. It will be assumed that R o - 40 n.m. is attainable. This
figure for Re oan be jus.,ified and uill be eoveloped later. The closing rate is
assumed as 0.6 n.m./sec. Tho optimum detection ranges for various search areas for
these conditions are shown in figure 6a. This figure was derived by extrapolating
APQ-64 flight test results (reference 2) by the methods of reference 3. Th• optimum
detection range for a given search area is the detection raree optimized with
respect to frame time.

For a given detection range, there exists an optimum search area. This
is evident from figure 6a. Search areas greater than the optimum results in either
an increase in frame time or a decrease in hits per scan or both. On the other hand,
a -eduction of the search area from the optimum will decrease the probability of a
target lying within the area searched. No one particular search area is optimua
for all detection ranges. A truly optimum search pattern is one that varies with
target razge. A compromise between system detection requirements and mechanization,
consideration.- can be made by considering that tactically 20-30 miles of detection
range is needed. Hence a search pattern that covers 17 d3grees by 6.5 degrees at
long range and one that covers 23.6 degrees by 11.6 degrees (3 bar scan) at ranges
below 24-26 1 , will provide ,ax=iun probability of detection for the tactically
required detec -i ranges. The cumulative probability of detection curves for this
situation irA own as aurves A and B of figure 6a. As additional information, the
case where the -ectoring accuracy is 3 n.m. (rms) in radius by 1 n.m. (rms) in
radius is shown in figure 6b. Here curves A and B of figure 6a are degraded by

the additional vectoring inaccuracy.

It hue heen assumed thus far that fighter bearing is known e:actly and

that the besa-ing inaccuracies lie entirely with the target. If this be the case,

then the curves of figure 6a are valid. This is the exceptional case. If the
bearing in%%curacies are dividad between the fighter and the target, then the
fighter s hearing inaccuracy must be included in the search pattern. From con-

siderations of vectcrinr accuracies, it appears that 10 degrees need be added to

the azimuth fJverage. Under this condition, curves A and B of figure 6a would be

altered to those as shown in figure 6c.
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4e r * m-1or R4 e.g. Ro - 30 n.3. the search patteern Nust be enlarged.
* Iso ?* lhovu detection r wges aa a twAt1.w• of search ares assuming no heading
omatm  mMd a VVIACK06 acouaoy o 2 n.m. (sne) in radius in 4miuth and 1 n.o.
(Ms) As raftxa In 4eSTeUle a. Wha 10 4eoeess of headinig erro are included, the
euli adt flAWre lb result.s. Po. fiAre Tb It can be oncluded that ftoersmllor
16o, a uvibdh from 3.6"' x U.8* to Wi.2* x 1541 s011'1 ooOW at 4 A.M..

Ike wAV sethed as a function of target irange in tabulated below.
tbe U eAIOU WreeWe4nts t*he qptwU eswitching iin search area that should occur

IA 04e t. adhMeS =mZmA jrobablUty of dot •e on tfr all ranges. Mechaisation
dSmtt elt rmile out some switchng. Bnoe the search area switching
tin' isted bAw om*enA be reoondsd until meahonisation consider %tions are

Rings Area Searched

oea•to than 26 noa.i. e x 8.X

1.46 a.m. 6x 1.-8
Iie" 14a 16 .%. 40.2° x 2S.:10

I
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Mwe pzu ea o* malt tie alarm loulty are u% to

le. bores* the ditetio1 range by ngsti•bg the deleterioud effects Of

2. Permit the piot to oonoev~rte an f2ytng UPs Pirwmftt.

The proposed autcratio a•arm System WiL3 activate, an &larm When the oyaten
detects a target. 40ermtor Ykatoro degrades the detection rage by virtue of the

A; %Ue operator cannot conceitrate on the, deeeteion problem.
2. The operator =zteno•opass a large field of view for primary detection,

The detoeoton tima of the operator must Lnelude 1-2 add.tIonal frame
time for target ver:fioation purposes.

4. Operator tatique.

The proposed automatic alarm circuit o. the AK7.J72 Ie shown Lh figure 8.
The c*irLt 1.bis'• o*4y a two-otep threhold detector. Delay liue oaneollation
dfesrixiinsat %ainsx lrge clutter Signals. The pri.ary detootor responds to any
single pulse.uhose amplitude eceedse a& arvan threshold saottLnge The seeond detector
respoeds en3o . when the sumumtion of the succeeding four pulses exceeds a seooud thres-
hold setting. The false alarm t 4 je for jhw primary detector is 0.1 seoon.ds. br the
"seoond deteor/ the 'alee alas time Is 1800 sacos. .

The videq si,,nals are applied to a two stage video amplifle• An A(M) la"
ooltrollMe by ubise z ~e•la'es The' gk4n 'o• the vido amplifiers. 9his is neoessar
siOe týhe primarydeotoor thre shold is set at some level above the average noise.:
Thi level will bdetammined later.

The output, of theo oond video amplifer Is fed to an inverse log auplifter
whose function is to makco homogeneous clutter signals have a eonstant•. amplitude and
well defined leading and lagfng edgdes. (Homogeneous clutter Is defined as clutter
tbat !. compoitto'in Yhe aocne that the eoho amplitude is the vector gum of many
qall eeheom from individual targets scattered over an area determined by the beam-
width and pulSowidth. The individua.l echoes are so rmerous in the illuminated area
that even the. largest is wall compared to their SuL arnd .the phases of thene eohooe
are Lndopendent). ,Tho parse -log ap!lfier is a high gain amplifier whose aharator-
.istiox aro auoi'that he greater the amlitude of the input elgnal, the Sroater the
gain of the amplifier, thus shftrpM)M Lthe edges of the clutter signale

?Th outiiut of the inverse log ampifieOr is then coupled into a Imtiter air-
suit woh limits the Input signal (to a alu ter re.1.otion circuit) to a constant
amltu~das The olutter rejei ton circuit is a puloewidth discriminatore. t aonsiltt
of a delay Uine sdfsatiator# aelayliane and a Summing amplifi•r. 2te puleevidth
""udsio@iItw produoes positive and negative pulses of equal amplitude and width. The
PiSu4dtha oannot emeed the deay.tiLm of the delay line dvoAriminato. Consequently,
pleeo4dtha is excess of the delas i e of the dfereantiator are cancelled out by re-

tifee along ts line and reslts In ej dead sons between the postweand negative
~I" NPe, 9 Ad 10.
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ZaPUt to Delay
Line Ditftre•t•atoz

Out put of DeLay Line

DIftterentiator

Signal Width Equal to Delay Tt.o at o ttfferentiator,

FiguZre 9

7L-
Input to De lay Lino

Dlffere ntits or

Out put of Delay Line

Ditforentiator

Signal Width Equal toT.wioe the Delay Time or Di•ferentiator
Figure 10
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Tha, ~actrt at thi d~rrorentietor to veet to om 1vpM to a aum~ing axaplift ~vr
and W4t a dola.q lUa. Th. output of the delay 9!-- --.nt to axwther imal't. of the
muning~ amlifter. 11A mumaini awlifior 'till. 6,ý ot, an output 1f tho *bwatI11
to it fravs the dif6 vraatat~or auxi the tde~ky uii* are J." tsip, inWi'uzd '0 dn-
p'..uos~ot of phase Refer to figures U and V,

r X~~nput from dfeetao

I nput from delay line

Upkisto a 41smMW eaplifter when signal width equals delay t~e of difftw-

Figure 11

J~hL~r nput from difrerentia tor

L npwb from delay line

br , 6 ts o wmand &*Unni~ vhen signal wid4th oo .u.dt~e. do2A tbne of
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lnput to Deolay tn Output of summirng
Itoferentia~tor Amp.

31gnal Width Slightly lees Than Delay Time of Differ'ntiator

Figure 13

Ibr signal widths greater than the delay time at the differ3ntiator, the
dead son* between the posltive and negative pulses inaoroaees oausing those pulses to
move out ot time coincidence resulting in a reduoed width out of the summing amplifier.

7 signal widths greater than twooh ea time of the differentiator, there is no
output of the summing agplifAer.(figure 13.)

Zn p at to D ;l Line Output of Summing
DPtferenti or Amp.

"gigal Width Greater Than TwiT@ -I. Delay Time of the Differenti•utor

The pulsewidth discriminator output Is sent to an integrator and the prio.ry
detect6or The primary detector ganerates a range gate. Pulses within the raMe 6te
ae inteogted for a, m~ber of repetition rates. Xf the integrated energy exceeds the
threshold level of the seoond detestor, an alarm is given.

Upon roeeption of the triggering signal, the search nmep's integrator
stoaft Integrating. The output Inaoroaues until a supeocted target signal triggers the

mary deteoto:. The priary detector holds the output of the search sweep at the
U" It Ma when the suspected target signal triggered the prIwAry deteoter. The
primu7 detector output initiates the acquisition swoop.
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Th. atiquisition sweep EYiiM11d , 4i Vta-I
and tht hold output at' the aoarnh 6'J .eerA I-# A ~ j
has benOgeneratedL the acquisition maep holdn "h'i rSferEere,. 7

t• .cnirch swoolp
Sa-0~, i uuiAm evarUci aweep now

returns to ovesping. A gate is generated over the target wvlnmver the num of the
search mwop putput and the held aoqui~sition sweep output c rse the comparatnr to go
into nonduotion. This will ooour when the searoh sweep output is at target rungs.
44.42 -.41'1 -- 4.4 .- ..- +AI & - 4_ _i. 4 - 4 . 4... A.11 _L.L A *4 '_ " __ - A. .

"returns the oirouit to its initial oonditions.

Tor the APQ-72, the number of pulses in a pulse paoket it (for no lobing
of the &LeA.ina)a

HI B = Beamiwdth (haIf-power)W Ifr a PRF
W n Animuth antennA rate

A• 11 IA-0 ;eJ 2 0 pulqog

100

4boing wi reduoe the effeotive number of pulses in the paus. paokot to approximately
7'

Bines the false alar reate for the primary deteotor is 10 per seoond, the
Iwaber of Ohamote of getting a false alarm for the first threshold is

An Tja$ p Tfa m Calue alarm time a 0.1 sea
Sfr aPUm N50 pulses/mseo

S,..• 4 p a number of gates in a seop.
h 104p - 700 xor a

100 mile sweep,

!h" probab±ilt of exoeoding the first threshold can be determined from reforonoe 1.
Binoe the p•mary deteotor is a peak deteotors the portinant parameters In dotermining
,the pombabil ty of exceeding tho firtt threshold arei

).81.O x 104

1.7

Let Pa be this probability for a gliven P/S.

After the first threshold ham beenexosodeitho next tour pulses are integrat-
ad, It the resultant integration exoeeds the sesonC. threshok,, an alarm is 8ivon. For
the seoand deteotor,

* in 0 Ta fr.p
0 1800 x 550 x 1 0 .99 x10

Sroaefernee the probability that K integrated pulses will exoeod the eooond
Q 8e1tld (P'hg is determined. The pertinant parameters areo

a" .'"9x
IV. N IIA
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Pa and PbJ havin, boon dotort'mind aft n nanction of "/N, the joint probhWtlhty nt" an
alarm as a funotion of S/N io dotorminod. The ways in whioh an alaria it glvWn aro.

1. The firnt pi,]nn nf t~hm r ,ilnn npNkAt nn * eX eedA )h^ fr st-+ t h' o,. '

9 That probability io Ph. The next fcur integrated pulses can exceed the socond thror.-
bold, The probability is Pa Pb/"

2. The first pulse of the pulne panket -oenond the first threehold, but
the next four intogratod pulses fail to exoeed the second threshold. That leaves two
pulses. The Z3ixth pulse can exceed the ffrrt threshold and the ceventh pulse can Ux.-
coed the oecond throohold. This probabilityis Pa (l-Pb4 )Pb.

1 3, The first pulse fails to exceed the first threshold, bat the next pulse
exceeds itarmdtho suocooding four integrated pulses exceed the second threshold.
This probability is (1-Pa) Pa Pb,4"

4. Thi firtt two pulses fail to exceed the first threshold but the next

pulse exoeeds it aidtho oucoooeding gour pulses exceed the second threshold. This
probability is (1-1,a)2 Pa Pb4'

Thus the joint probability of an alarm for a given S/n is

P - Pa b4 + Pa Pb (-4) + (1-pa) p,4 + (1-Pa) 2 Pa p'4

= Pa Pbl (1-44) + P [ + 1- Pa + (l-mP)2]

It has been assumed thus far that the inpuit pulses are constant amplitude
* pulses. To taok into account nointillatibn of the target eoho, It will be assumed
that the torget echoes are wopcnont.ally distributed.

The joint probability of an alerm as a function of 8si assuming target echo
o*intillation is shown in figure 14.

It has further beon assumed that the percentage of time that the second
4eteotor bha beeu ihtograting noise in negligible.

The o malative probability ot' detection for the automatts alarm circuit is
shown on figure 15. Tuo case Are oonaideredi range separation betweon scans equal
to 0.4 n.m. and 1.2 na.i. Extrapolation of AN/AK-64 flight test results to thoue
0onditions givoe the following detection ranges for comparison purposes. The idealized
range iS '40 n.ta. Thooo are for pilot operator detection rather than autowatia alarm.

Rango Separatior Between Scans Cumulative Probability of Doteotion Deteotion Ilange
(Pilot Oporation)

0.4 n.m. 85% 25.1 n.m.
0,4 n.m. 00% 27,4 n.m.

4 1.2 n.m. 85% 21 n.m.
1.2 n.m. 50% 24.3 n.m.

(Those detootion ranga assums Lhat the target lies within the area scanned)
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For Soan Probability for Automatio Alarm
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It can t.sorofort U1 a m'.inl-ii .1'~. -

4" .iur-on ranges attainablo uith iiut•--- -I th(, ttt.,iiLbI. H, l t

operat ien.

Th UUalit: !--jout~lua OJrcu.i~l of the6 propwonin( nutorrAtio nir ~rtr.vl
rejeot olutter whose width exoeods twion the tranamittod pulso. Guodl c)ittcr r-
jootion is therefore attainable for homogeneous olutter. However dion-oto ci]itttoir
returns will be pasaod by the system. Of partioular conoorn is the mltit.udn lineo ind
-.- ..... . uv14 Uo hribuu are dUj.orotii olutter returns. iJight toats of the
AN/APQ-50 reveal that the altitude line is a proximately 1-2 t•mes a wide ado tho
transmittod pulse. 'These tests (Roforonos 4) woee made for a 0.5 u3oo pulnewidth,
but since the illuminated ground (or sea) area is proportional to pulniowidth, th10
same altitude line width depondenoce on transmitted pvlsowidth holds for the vidn
pulse (1.75 imsee). The altitude line is oharaotorized by a sha..ýply dofinod 1i udLur
edge and an approximately exponential deoay from its peak amplitude. The trailing
edge will have more or less hash suporimposod on it depending on tho type of torrdmin
or the sea state. The altitude line width moasuroments are it a point whon its
amplitude is 37% of its peak. Table II lists the altitude line moaouromonto made
with the AN/APQ-50.

Table XX - Alti&tud Lial Measurements

(Flight Test Data)

Altitude a 20p000 ft.

Ante-na Angle (degree) Peak Power (dbm) Width (fraction of Pulsewidth)

o -72 .88
420 -55 l.76
+44 -70 3.04
-20 -56 1.64
-40 -15 1.44

Altitude * 10,000 ft.

0 -60.5 2.26
420 -U.5 1.12
+44 -65.5 1.53
-20 -50 1.12
-40 -0 1.44

Altitude 5 SD0 0 0 ft.

0 -52.5 1.83
420 -32.4 1.68
+"4 -s6 1.88
20 -56 1.29

* -40 -57 1.1

As stated previously, the false alarm time for the primary deteotor is 0.1

a.ooridu. The threshold level for the primary detector cen be d~tormineid from the
approximate •relationship e
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\ I n

vhorol N = iim•bor or pulm'n [ntogr~ted

Po Probability that noine alone will not axoeod thi blam lov,,l
n Total numbor of nolan varlanta in a false alarm tim,

This equation in dori-vd in roferenic c. For the primary detector,

,-"Po 0. 5
n n 3.35 x 104

S~ Hones the bias level, Vi = 8 db

The average noino powor 3 VKr•f
*- •3b the APQ-72* W•o3,l,,

enoe the average noive pouzor• - 104 dbm. From the flight teat data, it can uo ox-
peotod. that altitude line signals will be passed by the pulaewidth discriminator and

the automatiO alarm oirciita. Oonoeivablyo the problem of the altitude line causing
alarms Ocan be elimijnato(,, by gating out the altitudo line. The entire clutter pl aturo I

S c•n be oonsiderably oased by flying the fighter at a lower altitude th~n the targot.
Moether tactics should be altered to ease a radar problem is beyond the sonps of this

ince muoh clutter encountered in a doteotion problem will be or a dJisoreto
i turep the usefulnoss of automatic alam is of dubious quality unless some moans of
-liizating dioor6to olutter can be found.

V. IivWrov- Rngoyevr- No.1noFljrej

The overall receiver noise figure in given by

where Xx = Crystal oonvorvion lossI tx a 'Crystal noise ratio
S=+, = IP noise figu•re

Sla =s Duplexer losses

The overall receiver noise figure is determined primarily by the ory tIlSof detectors The 1N230 crystal -,;hioh is used :in the AN/AFý-5O hai values of'rx and
.• tx of 6 db and 2,0 (ratio) respectively. Por representative IF noise figures and
•i• # duploxer IOSa6o of L.5 db end 0.7 db respectively, the overall receiver noise )flero

"@• Is 10*0 dbe Improvement in receiver noise figure can be attained by tieing the IW2311
or the 1N233 (not available in quantity at present) crystals. Oomparative recotivo-•

liojie iguresa attainable with those orystals are tabulated below
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Noise Fil:uro 1sýJit CStw by c rstAl Manufacturer

Crystal 4' tx Receiver Noise Figure

IN23U 6.0 db 2.0 10.5 db

IFNF - 1.5 db
1N23D 5.0 db 1.7 8.9 db

LD - 0.7 db
UN23E 4.3 db 1.3 7.8 db

The present AN/APQ-72 has an average noise figure of 10.7 db. Measure-
ments of the comparison between die 1N230 and IN23E crystals leads to an
estimate of 8.5-9.0 db (average) attainable with a redesigned front end. CW
injection losses would add an approximate 1.6 db loss in noise figure. In
addition the losses due to the isolator would come to approximately 0.5 db.
The average noise figure for the improved receiver including losses due to
CW injection and the isolator would therefore be approximately 10.5-11 db6

ýI. Bandwidth Switching

Present plans call for a reduction in the IF bandwidth from the present
4 mops to 1-1.2 mops in search. Improveiient in detection range arises from
the resultant docraase in noise power. Not all of this improvement is realized
in detection range since IF bandwidth reduction was accomplished at the cost of

8 a reduction in the visibility factor. The not improvement in detection range
would therefore be by a factor of

f( f f 2 ) r f
f( 4 f 1 ) -,a 1.22

VII. ¥ptinod iDiapJ.)y

NAL estimates that the detection ranL•, 1,uprovenent that would result from
optinizing tfhe scope presentation would bc on the order of 0.o db in range.

t/.i. Fair Weather Detection Range

The search parameters of the AN/APQ-72 will be:-

Peak Power (at the directional ooupler) - P - 200,000 watts
Dish Dixaotor 1)D - 24 inches
Wavolongt,, -? - 3.2 cm
Pulse Repetition Frequency - PRF 550 pps
Pulaowidth "l 1.75 usec
IV? Bandwidth - 1.2 mcps
Receiver Noise Aigure - 10.5 db

* Louses - 0.7 db
Field Degradation - 10 db
t3can Typoe 3 bar i1alor Scan - 33.60 x 11.80
AzaWuth Joanning Itate 0 - 100 doirQes/seo,
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MTe 1.eOtl.md rang Is~ 3 n~j, Tb. detctica& raxge oonto'ur (85%
om1ative probabilitV of detection) Against a B-4&7 type target inshouhc AA
Figuze 16.C The search pattemv was optimized for the noue-ou case.

1. Macua A Stat4.a~tj64 Theozy of Target Deteotim by Pi4e~d. Avdsx"
.4. AL-f1140 -. 4final Repct Detection Range &&Phso I - AN/AEQW64&

JFliglat Test lrograel
3. AMT?425 - vRevlaed Radar Range.Re.,)rwt
4i. F1~ht Test Repprt #?
S, AL-1006. - Deteaticu Probabl~ity With a Oquar. Law Det~ectrv
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